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SUMMARY

Evolution gave rise to creatures that are arguably more sophisticated than the
greatest human-designed systems. This feat has inspired computer scientists
since the advent of computing and led to optimization tools that can evolve com-
plex neural networks for machines—an approach known as ‘‘neuroevolution.’’ Af-
ter a few successes in designing evolvable representations for high-dimensional
artifacts, the field has been recently revitalized by going beyond optimization:
to many, the wonder of evolution is less in the perfect optimization of each spe-
cies than in the creativity of such a simple iterative process, that is, in the diversity
of species. This modern view of artificial evolution is moving the field away from
microevolution, following a fitness gradient in a niche, to macroevolution, filling
many niches with highly different species. It already opened promising applica-
tions, like evolving gait repertoires, video game levels for different tastes, and
diverse designs for aerodynamic bikes.

INTRODUCTION

Evolution by natural selection is the master algorithm of life: an infinite variation/selection loop that gave

rise to the astonishing diversity of life-forms that inhabit our planet. That such an apparently simple iterative

process is at the origin of so much sophistication has fascinated computer scientists since the advent of

computers. Starting from the 1960s, several groups took inspiration from evolutionary biology to develop

‘‘artificial evolution’’ algorithms. They converged to modern ‘‘evolutionary algorithms’’ (De Jong, 2016).

Given a representation for possible solutions (a list of numbers [De Jong, 2016], a graph [Sims, 1994], a neu-

ral network [Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002], a program [Koza, 1992], and so forth) and a fitness function

that measures their performance at the task, all variants loop over the same three steps:

(1) evaluate the fitness of each individual of the population (evaluation);

(2) rank then select the individual using their fitness value (selection);

(3) apply variation operators on the best individuals to create a new population (variation).

The process is bootstrapped by generating an initial population randomly. Depending on the variant, a

new population is created at each iteration (non-elitist algorithms) or offspring compete with their parents

to stay in the population (elitist algorithms). Two variation operators are used: mutation and crossover. Mu-

tation consists in adding random variations to a single genome; for instance, if the genome is a list of real

numbers, mutation can be implemented by addingGaussian noise to these numbers (in current algorithms,

self-adjusting perturbations are used [Hansen et al., 2003]). Crossover consists in mixing two genomes of

the population, in the hope of combining their features; in the case of a list of numbers, this can be imple-

mented by adding a linear combination of the elements of the ‘‘parents’’ (Deb and Beyer, 2001) (depending

on the representation, crossover is not always used).

From the perspective of computer science, artificial evolution is currently considered as a mathematical

optimization algorithm, that is, as an algorithm that finds the maximum of a function. Such algorithms

have countless applications in engineering, machine learning, bioinformatics, logistics, etc. (Kochenderfer

and Wheeler, 2019) because many problems can be formalized as the maximization (or minimization) of a

numerical objective. In the vast landscape of optimization algorithms, evolutionary algorithms are a good
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approach for functions for which the analytical gradient cannot be computed, called black-box functions. In

particular, variants of the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES) (Hansen et al.,

2003) currently outperform other black-box optimization algorithms. Evolutionary algorithms are also

most suited to parallel processing computers, like modern multicore machines and computing clusters,

because each candidate solution of the population can be evaluated in parallel.

From the perspective of biology, evolutionary algorithms can be viewed as a model of natural evolution: all

individuals compete against each other, the fittest reproduce and least fit disappear; but repeated appli-

cation of this simple rule of natural selection leads these algorithms to converge on a single genome, that

of the fittest individual, rather than the diversity of species that we observe in nature. Such convergence

implies that traditional evolutionary algorithms more closely resemble a microevolutionary process (Re-

znick and Ricklefs, 2009; Erwin, 2000), that is, evolution within a single ecological niche in which all individ-

uals compete together, which most of the time results in the dominance of a single species. By contrast,

macroevolution is the appearance of new species that occupy different niches and explains the diversity

of species as a consequence of the diversity of niches (Reznick and Ricklefs, 2009; Erwin, 2000). This article

will show that evolutionary algorithms that more closely follow the principles of macroevolution have

greater benefit in the evolution of the behavior of machines.

At first sight, mathematical optimization andmicroevolutionmight seem far from the behavior of machines.

Instead, searching for a ‘‘brain’’ of a machine is often viewed as a reinforcement learning problem (Sutton

and Barto, 2018), in which the objective is to learn a policy that allows the agent to maximize its expected

reward by exploring its environment. This kind of algorithm recently gained much interest in the artificial

intelligence community thanks to impressive results in deep reinforcement learning, like learning to play

two-dimensional video games from pixels (Mnih et al., 2015).

Nevertheless, evolutionary algorithms are a compelling alternative to discover policies for intelligent ma-

chines (Stanley et al., 2019; Whiteson, 2012). To evolve a policy, the fitness function is defined as the sum of

rewards during an episode: each policy is run for some time on the system (simulated or real) and the re-

wards are accumulated. Concerning the policy itself, most of the efforts have been focused on evolving arti-

ficial neural networks because they are theoretically capable of representing any function and because they

have inspiring connections to biology (Floreano et al., 2008; Pfeifer and Bongard, 2006; Stanley et al., 2019).

These neural networks take sensor readings as inputs and compute the motor values (wheel velocities, joint

positions, etc.) as outputs. Importantly, they usually do not learn during their lifetime, as the weights are

fixed at the beginning of each evaluation of the fitness, although a few studies investigated the evolution

of plastic neural networks (Floreano et al., 2008; Mouret and Tonelli, 2014; Soltoggio et al., 2018). This

means that ‘‘learning’’ usually happens at the phylogenetic timescale, from generation to generation (To-

gelius et al., 2009).

Compared with classic reinforcement learning, this neuroevolution approach considers the value of the

policy without attempting to identify the most useful state-action pairs. Evolutionary methods therefore

discard potentially useful information contained in the sequence of decisions and states followed by the

agent. However, by doing so, they bypass many of the challenges of reinforcement learning (Whiteson,

2012; Togelius et al., 2009). For instance, they find policies when the state space is large or continuous

(or both), especially where there exist simple reactive strategies like those followed by insects (Braitenberg,

1986; Nolfi et al., 2000; Pfeifer and Bongard, 2006). In addition, neuroevolution handles naturally the credit

assignment problem (Sutton and Barto, 2018) since it does not attempt to identify which decision leads to a

high reward.

Neuroevolution raises its own challenges, however. The present article is focused on the twomost daunting

ones: the representation problem—‘‘How can an artificial genotype describe a neural network that could

be as complex as a brain?’’—and the stepping stones problem—‘‘what intermediate steps lead to an arti-

fact as sophisticated as a brain?’’
NEUROEVOLUTION: EVOLVING ARTIFICIAL BRAINS

The most direct way to evolve a neural network is to fix the topology, typically either a feedforward multi-

layer perceptron or a recurrent neural network, and only evolve the weights (Dasgupta and McGregor,

1992; Nolfi et al., 2000). In this case, the genotype is a large list of floating-point numbers. Mutation can
2 iScience 23, 101731, November 20, 2020
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be a simple Gaussian perturbation applied to randomly chosen weights. The crossover operator is more

difficult to define because two neural networks can be topologically identical but ordered differently, which

results in meaningless crossovers. In addition, neural networks typically distribute their ‘‘knowledge’’ in all

the weights, which means that crossing two parents is unlikely to produce a neural network that combine

their functionality. As a consequence, most authors choose to not use the crossover operators and only use

random mutations.

Despite its simplicity, this approach gives competitive results in many benchmarks. For instance, the CMA-

ES algorithm (Hansen et al., 2003) can evolve the weights of small neural networks (for example, four inputs/

two hidden neurons/one output) for simple control tasks, like balancing a pole on a cart, with an order of

magnitude fewer episodes than many of the classic reinforcement learning algorithms (Heidrich-Meisner

and Igel, 2009). Perhaps more surprisingly, simple evolutionary algorithms can also evolve the weights of

deep neural networks with millions of weights (Such et al., 2017; Salimans et al., 2017; Mania et al.,

2018). In these experiments, the authors consider the same benchmark tasks as those used to validate

state-of-the-art deep reinforcement learning algorithms, in particular playing Atari games from pixels

(Mnih et al., 2015) and continuous control like learning to walk with a simulated manikin (Heess et al.,

2017). They also exploit the same deep convolutional neural networks that proved successful in deep rein-

forcement learning. The results show that neuroevolution can reach similar scores as state-of-the-art deep

reinforcement learning algorithms. In addition, although neuroevolution requires more computation, it

runs faster (in term of wall-clock time) whenmany computer cores are available because it is straightforward

to compute the fitness values in parallel (Such et al., 2017; Salimans et al., 2017).

The perfect topology for a neural network is, however, rarely known. The problem might, for example,

require recurrent connections to take time into account, or it might need more hidden neurons, or there

might exist solutions with order of magnitudes fewer connections. A natural extension of evolving the

weights is therefore to create variation operators that add/remove neurons and connections; as there is

a direct and bidirectional link between the genotype (the lists or matrix of connections, neurons, and

weights) and the phenotype (the neural network), this is called a direct encoding. Unfortunately, adding

new neurons or connections is very disruptive for the functionality of the network, which makes the new net-

works lose the competition with the previous, better tuned structures, which in turn, prevents any structural

innovation. The influential Neuroevolution of Augmented Topologies (NEAT) approach (Stanley and Miik-

kulainen, 2002) addresses this issue by dividing the population into ‘‘species’’ with similar topologies, so

that only similar networks are in competition. In practice, NEAT compares networks by using a historical

tracking mechanism that makes it easy to identify the common parts of two networks from the population.

Among other successes, NEAT has been successful in finding ‘‘minimal’’ neural networks for control tasks

(Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002), to train non-player characters in video games (Stanley et al., 2005), and it

even helped in physics to discover the most accurate measurement yet of the mass of the top quark (Aal-

tonen et al., 2009).

Direct encodings like NEAT are effective for simple tasks but are unlikely to eventually scale up to neural

networks as large as a brain (billions of neurons) because they would need to keep rediscovering interesting

structures each time they would create a new connection. By contrast, natural organisms reusemany genes,

which makes it possible to apply the same solution many times. For example, the same genes are used for

both eyes, for every finger of the hand, etc.: only about 25,000 genes are enough to describe the trillions of

cells that make up a human (Southan, 2004). This feat is possible because the relationship between genes

and biological networks is not one-to-one; instead, genes are developed to the phenotype through a com-

plex genotype to phenotype map (Ahnert, 2017), which is still little understood. As a result of this develop-

mental process, natural networks tend to bemodular and regular (Wagner et al., 2007; Lipson, 2007; Clune

et al., 2013), which means that they separate functions into structural units (modules) that can be reused,

with or without variation (for example, symmetries are repetition with variations). This line of thought

encouraged the evolutionary computation community to propose developmental encodings (also called

indirect encodings), which are compressed representations of networks that make it possible to create

modular and regular phenotypes from shorter descriptions (Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2003).

The first developmental encodings were inspired by grammatical models of the biological development of

multi-cellular organisms (Lindenmayer, 1968). In these systems, a formal grammar defines a set of rewriting

rules that are applied recursively on a starting pattern. For instance, taking the rules A/AB;B/BB and
iScience 23, 101731, November 20, 2020 3
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starting with AB, the genome would develop to ABBB, then, recursively, to ABBBBBBB, etc. (until a

maximumdepth is reached). This set of rules can be evolved, whichmeans that the genome is the grammar,

and the resulting string can be interpreted as instructions to build a structure with a LOGO-like language

(A = forward, B = turn left, C = divide in two,.) (Kitano, 1990; Gruau, 1994; Kodjabachian andMeyer, 1998;

Hornby and Pollack, 2001). The most iconic work in this direction is certainly Karl Sims’ work evolving both

themorphology and the controller of artificial creatures embedded in a physically realistic simulation (Sims,

1994), whose videos influenced generations of scientists in artificial evolution. A variant of this idea is to

evolve a development program that follows a predefined grammar (Mouret and Doncieux, 2008; Miller,

2003), which connects developmental encodings to genetic programming (Banzhaf et al., 1998) (evolving

computer programs or algorithms).

With the objective of being closer to biology, the cell chemistry approaches takes inspiration from reaction-

diffusion models (Turing, 1952) and gene regulation networks (Davidson, 2010; Cussat-Blanc et al., 2019). In

these models, genes produce proteins that either have a direct phenotypic effect or regulate the expres-

sion of other genes (Bongard and Pfeifer, 2003; Cussat-Blanc et al., 2019); in some implementations, the

proteins can be embedded in a Cartesian space (Cangelosi et al., 1994; Eggenberger, 1997) to take phys-

ical proximity into account. Overall, these approaches can give useful insights for evolutionary biology and

have attractive properties, like the ability for an evolved digital organism to ‘‘self-repair’’ (Cussat-Blanc

et al., 2019). However, they typically require arbitrarily choosing many parameters, which makes them chal-

lenging to use in practice.

A perfect indirect encoding needs to be able to express the design motifs that we observe in nature, like sym-

metries (for example, left-right symmetry in most animals), symmetries with variation (for example, fingers), and

repetition (for example, skin cells), while being abstract enough to not be encumbered by unnecessary param-

eters or hypotheses. Taking inspiration from evolutionary art (Sims, 1991) and functional composition in genetic

programming (Koza, 1992), Compositional Pattern ProducingNetworks (CPPN) attempts to achieve this balance

by describing the spatial relationships that result from the developmental process without simulating the pro-

cess itself (Stanley, 2007). The general idea is tomodel development as a function of coordinates in a spatial sub-

strate, that is, pxy = f ðx;yÞ, where p is the phenotype (for example, a gray level) at coordinate x and y. To obtain

the phenotype, the function f is called for every coordinate of the substrate. The properties of fgive rises tomany

interesting patterns. For example, if f ðx;yÞis symmetric along the x axis, that is, if f ðx;yÞ = f ð� x;yÞ, then the

phenotype will be symmetric along the x axis; similarly, if f is periodic, for instance, f ðx;yÞ = sinðx 3 yÞ, then re-

petitive patternswill emerge;more generally, f can be a composition of functions, like f ðx;yÞ = sinðabsðx3ÞÞ, that
can encode arbitrarily complex spatial relationships.

These compositional networks can be described as a network of functions, which is equivalent to a feedfor-

ward neural networks for which each neuron can have different activation function (for example, sinxðxÞ,
absðxÞ). As a consequence, compositional networks can be evolved with existing direct encodings like

NEAT (Stanley, 2007). To explore the potential of this representation, an interactive evolution website

was setup (http://www.picbreeder.org), which shows many striking examples of life-like shapes (Secretan

et al., 2011).

Besides images, Compositional pattern producing networks can describe the connectivity patterns of neu-

ral networks (Stanley et al., 2009; Clune et al., 2011) if they are queried for a four-dimensional space: to

compute the weight between two neurons that are both in a two-dimensional space, a network with four

inputs is used (for example, w1;2 = f ðx1; y1; x2; y2Þ). This indirect encoding is called HyperNEAT, because

it evolves a network with the direct encoding NEAT (Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002) to describe patterns

in a four-dimensional hypercube. As the same network f can be queried for million of neurons, HyperNEAT

can evolve neural networks with millions of connections while compressing the information in a much

simpler network, for instance, to play Atari games (Hausknecht et al., 2014), make simulated creatures

walk (Clune et al., 2011), or play checkers (Gauci and Stanley, 2008).

Most of the direct and indirect encodings have been extended to describe not only neural controllers but

also the mechanical design of robots. In that case, like in nature, the brain and the body co-evolve so that

they complement each other (Pfeifer and Bongard, 2006). Examples include evolving structures made of

bars and linear actuators (Lipson and Pollack, 2000), assemblies of cubic modules with and without actua-

tors (Jelisavcic et al., 2017; Brodbeck et al., 2015), and more recently, living cells (Kriegman et al., 2020). For
4 iScience 23, 101731, November 20, 2020
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Box 1. The Reality Gap Problem

Evolution on Earth took millions of years while concurrently evaluating the fitness of billions of individuals. Such a

scale is hard to envision with real machines, but it could be simulated on computers (at least to some extent). This is

why most work in artificial evolution is performed in simulation, with the hope of ultimately transferring the result to a

real system.

Unfortunately, results found in simulation rarely work well on the real system, mainly because evolution (like rein-

forcement learning) blindly exploits all the inaccuracies of the simulation. This leads to thousand of examples of

‘‘surprising’’ solutions (Lehman et al., 2020) that could not happen in the real world. This is the ‘‘Reality Gap’’ problem

(Jakobi, 1997), which is nowadays called ‘‘Sim2Real’’ in the reinforcement learning literature.

Over the years, many approaches have been proposed to circumvent this obstacle, which can often be combined:
� evolve directly on real robots and evaluate the fitness with motion capture systems (Nolfi et al., 2000; Hornby

et al., 2005; Brodbeck et al., 2015);

� learn a surrogate model (a neural network or Gaussian processes) that predicts the fitness values and use it in the

algorithm instead of the fitness function, which is sometimes called Bayesian optimization (Gaier et al., 2018;

Shahriari et al., 2015; Cully et al., 2015);

� improve the simulator either with extensive tuning (Tan et al., 2018) or by using data to improve it automatically

(Bongard et al., 2006), which is called ‘‘system identification’’ in robotics;

� Make the policies (controllers) more robust to different dynamics by:

– adding noise to the sensors and actuators (Jakobi, 1997), which is nowadays called ‘‘Domain Randomization’’

(Tobin et al., 2017);

– letting controllers learn during their lifetime by evolving plastic neural networks (Floreano and Mondada, 1998;

Floreano et al., 2008; Soltoggio et al., 2018);

� Take the limits of the simulation into account by learning to predict which controllers will transfer well (Koos et al.,

2012);

� Evolve many different solutions with a quality diversity (Cully et al., 2015) or multi-objective algorithm (Penco

et al., 2020), then test on the real system to find those that work best on the real robot.
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practical reasons, evolution is typically performed in simulation, and only the final design is manufactured.

Nevertheless, transfer from the simulation to the real world is always challenging, even when only neural

controllers are evolved (Box 1).

THE STEPPING STONES PROBLEM AND NOVELTY SEARCH

When we use indirect encodings, we implicitly assume that the evolutionary process will exploit the inter-

esting possibilities offered by the encoding. For example, if the representation can define and reuse mod-

ules, we expect the evolutionary process to discover, use, and reuse modules. Unfortunately, this is rarely

observed in experiments, although this often goes unreported. The main reason is a central question in

evolutionary biology: evolution selects according to short-term advantages, whereas many traits, like

the modularity of the phenotype, only provide a selective advantage on the long term (Gould and Vrba,

1982; Pigliucci, 2008). As a consequence, modularity, repetition, and hierarchy need to be by-products

of other selective pressures, like the connection cost (Clune et al., 2013) or the necessity to react to quickly

changing environments (Kashtan and Alon, 2005). Interestingly, this modularity does not need any special

genotype and can appear both with direct (Clune et al., 2013) and indirect encodings (Huizinga et al., 2014).

In hindsight, the manipulation of selective pressures in evolutionary algorithms has not been explicit for a

long time (Doncieux and Mouret, 2014). This might be because of the optimization-centric view that

dominated the field, according to which the fitness function is an untouchable, user-defined input to the

evolutionary algorithm (Doncieux and Mouret, 2014). Or maybe because the representation seemed to

be a more fundamental problem. At any rate, it is remarkable to observe a recent shift in interest from

encodings to selective pressures (Doncieux and Mouret, 2014), although early successes like the NEAT

encoding (Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002) are actually more about controlling the selective pressure (to

protect novel structures) than the encoding itself.
iScience 23, 101731, November 20, 2020 5
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Figure 1. The Stepping Stones Problem

(A) Example of a ‘‘family tree’’ in Picbreeder, evolved with interactive evolution without any explicit objective (Secretan

et al., 2011). The stepping stones to reach a specific image (for example, the skull on the left) do not look like like the final

image. This explains why objective-based search is unable to find the same picture by setting a specific picture as a target

(Woolley and Stanley, 2011).

(B) Image from Picbreeder set as a target image for objective-based search.

(C) Typical results found with objective-based search (Woolley and Stanley, 2011; Gaier et al., 2019).

(D) Typical results found with MAP-Elites (Mouret and Clune, 2015), a Quality Diversity algorithm (see the next section),

adapted from (Gaier et al., 2019).
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The challenge was made explicit when analyzing the result of the Picbreeder interactive evolutionary experi-

ment, which we described before (Secretan et al., 2011). In this experiment, Internet users were presented

with a set of images encoded with Compositional Pattern Producing Networks (Stanley, 2007), asked to click

on the ones that they like best, and the system called genetic operators to generate new images. After a few

generations by hundreds of users, the results show a large range of interesting images (Figure 1A), which dem-

onstrates the potential of the encoding. A follow-up study attempted to evolve an image found with Picbreeder

without any human input (Woolley and Stanley, 2011). In that case, a standard evolutionary algorithm was set to

find an image as close as possible to the target, using the same encoding and the same variation operators. Sur-

prisingly, nothing close was ever found (Woolley and Stanley, 2011; Gaier et al., 2019): we know that the image

can be represented and that there exists a sequence of mutations that leads to it, but an automated process

guided by the pixel difference is unable to find it (Figure 1C). In other words, evolving artifacts with life-like

complexity—brains, images, robots—is not only a representation problem.

This is the stepping stone problem (Stanley and Lehman, 2015) (Figure 1): the intermediate steps are often

very different from the final product; therefore, how can evolution identify the best stepping stones? In the

evolutionary computation literature, the fitness landscape is called deceptive, which means that the opti-

mization process is ‘‘trapped’’ by attractive local optima that deceive it (Goldberg, 1989). In evolutionary

biology, this was already one of the main question addressed to Darwin (1859); for example, ‘‘What use

is half a wing?,’’ Mivart was asking (Mivart, 1871). The modern answer is ‘‘structural shift with structural
6 iScience 23, 101731, November 20, 2020
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continuity’’ and exaptation (Gould and Vrba, 1982), which means that the same structure is evolved for a

function and then coopted (‘‘exapted’’) for new functions. Similar questions arise when looking at techno-

logical or scientific breakthroughs (Feyerabend, 1975; Stanley and Lehman, 2015), like the common saying

that electricity was not invented while working on improving candles. This kind of branching is common in

Picbreeder, in which each user can start from the result of others but select images with its own objective.

But how to abstract this principle to evolve the behavior of machines with an automated process?

A radical idea is to ignore the fitness function and instead simply generate novel things (Lehman and

Stanley, 2011a). The intuition is that once the evolutionary process has exhausted all the simple things

to do, it will have to find more and more complex behaviors that will create potential stepping stones.

For example, once a biped robot has explored all the ways of falling, walking one step is the most novel

behavior, then walking many steps, etc. (Lehman and Stanley, 2011a). In concrete terms, Novelty Search

proposes to replace the fitness function by a novelty score, which is computed by comparing the behavior

of each individuals to those of all, for computational reasons a subset of, the individuals generated so far

(stored in a large archive). Counterintuitively, Novelty Search can sometimes find higher-quality solutions

or find them quicker than objective-based search (Lehman and Stanley, 2011a). Novelty search also en-

courages evolvability more than objective-based search (Doncieux et al., 2020; Lehman and Stanley,

2013) because it selects indirectly for the ability to generate novel behaviors with few changes in the

genotypes.

An important contributionofNovelty Search is that it introducesabehavior characterization to compare solutions

instead of comparing genotypes or only looking at the fitness value. This idea has been successfully exploited to

maintain a population in which individuals all behave differently, which improves objective-based evolutionary

search in most situations (Mouret, 2011; Mouret and Doncieux, 2012) and bypasses the difficulties in comparing

neural networks tomaintainadiversepopulation. In thesemethods, individualsare rankedusingboth their fitness

andhowdifferent they are fromthecurrentpopulation (MouretandDoncieux, 2012) or fromthepreviouslygener-

atedbehaviors (Mouret, 2011). By taking thegeneral objective intoaccount, thesemethods combine thebenefits

of Novelty Search while still steering the population toward the goal. It thus can avoid ‘‘wasting’’ computing re-

sources when the behavior space is too large to be fully explored. Introducing the concept of behavior in evolu-

tionary algorithms also triggered novel questions about how to characterize them in the most general and task-

agnostic way, because choosing a specific behavior distance will constrain what stepping stones will be consid-

ered (Doncieux and Mouret, 2010).
THE NEW BREED: QUALITY DIVERSITY ALGORITHMS

Novelty Search triggered many debates about how to best include objectives when evolving the behavior

of machines. On the one hand, the experiments with Novelty Search demonstrate that objectives can be

detrimental to the evolutionary process; on the other hand, we are not interested in every behavior and

we have limited computational resources: exploring in all directions is likely to be infeasible in many inter-

esting problems. For instance, scientists might explore in many directions, but they usually have some

objective in mind; similarly, the users of Picbreeder all have some internal objective, for example, resem-

blance to known objects, as they are not purely driven by the desire to create a new picture.

The current successors of Novelty Search combine objective-based optimization and novelty-based explo-

ration by searching for a collection of solutions that are as diverse and as high-performing as possible. They

are called ‘‘Quality Diversity (QD) algorithms’’ or ‘‘illumination algorithms’’ (Mouret and Clune, 2015; Pugh

et al., 2016; Cully and Demiris, 2017).

MAP-Elites (Multidimensional Archive of Phenotypic Elites) (Mouret and Clune, 2015; Vassiliades et al.,

2017) is one of the simplest Quality Diversity algorithms, which makes it easy to implement and to modify

(Figure 2). This is why it is currently very successful in the evolutionary computation community (see Cully

et al., 2020 for a list of quality diversity papers). The general principles of MAP-Elites are:

� the fitness function returns both a fitness value and an n-dimensional behavioral descriptor (or

feature descriptor) that describes how the problem is solved;

� the behavior space is divided into behavioral niches (for example, a two-dimensional grid for two-

dimensional descriptors); the set of niches is called the map or the archive;
iScience 23, 101731, November 20, 2020 7
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Figure 2. Quality Diversity Algorithms

(A) Main loop of MAP-Elites (Mouret and Clune, 2015), one of the most successful quality diversity algorithms.

(B) Example output of MAP-Elites. Each colored cell is a niche in the behavioral space, which was created with a centroidal Voronoi tesselation (Vassiliades

et al., 2017). In this experiment, the genotype space is the joint positions of a seven-dimensional planar arm; the behavior space is the position of the end-

effector; the fitness is the variance of the joints (to be minimized to favor smooth configurations). The color denotes the fitness (best fitness values are in

yellow).

(C) Two-dimensional map of airfoils, adapted from Gaier et al. (2018). We can understand that the feature on the vertical axis (Xup) has less influence on the

fitness than the horizontal one (Zup).

(D) Six-dimensional map for six-legged gaits. Each pixel is the best gait for the corresponding amount of time that each foot touched the ground during the

evaluation. Adapted from Cully et al. (2015).
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� each niche stores the solution with the best known fitness for this particular behavioral descriptors;

this solution is called the elite;

� to improve the map, random elites are chosen from the map, variation operators are applied (muta-

tion and crossover), and the new solutions compete with the existing elites according to their behav-

ioral descriptors.

Importantly, the result of a quality diversity algorithm is a collection of high-performing solutions—themap

or archive—and not a single ‘‘optimal’’ solution.

MAP-Elites can be seen as an abstract model of the evolution of species, that is, macroevolution. In that

view, each behavioral niche corresponds to a different ecological niche. In nature, each niche is occupied

by a single species, which outperforms all the previous species for this specific niche. Mutants compete in-

side their niche but not globally with all the other species. For instance, deep sea fish do not compete with

tigers: they both are the elite of their niche. However, lions could compete with tigers and could one day

replace them after a few adaptations. Similarly, in MAP-Elites, if a genetic variation makes a solution better

while behaving similarly, the new solution will replace the current elite (local competition); however, if a

variation makes it behave differently, it will compete with the species that currently occupies a different
8 iScience 23, 101731, November 20, 2020
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niche and potentially replace it if its fitness is better. To summarize, elites in MAP-Elites can be seen as spe-

cies that occupy specific ecological niches, so that there is competition inside the niche but no global

competition. After all, tigers are not ‘‘better’’ or ‘‘fitter’’ than deep sea fish; they are simply different

because they occupy different niches. By contrast, traditional evolutionary algorithms are based on a

global competition between all the members of a population so that the process converges to a single,

optimum genome, which would correspond to microevolution (intra-species evolution).

In nature, species share a surprisingly high number of genes. For instance, humans and drosophila

(fruit flies) share about 60% of their genes (Adams et al., 2000), whereas they occupy very different

ecological niches. One way to understand this fact is that human and drosophila actually use similar

building blocks but combine them differently, like they both have neurons for information processing.

Similarly, high-performing solutions found with quality diversity algorithms are well spread in the

behavioral space but often concentrated in a specific ‘‘elite hypervolume’’ in the genotypic space (Vas-

siliades and Mouret, 2018), which means that their genes are similar. This observation makes the cross-

over variation operator particularly effective in quality diversity algorithm, in contrast to traditional

evolutionary algorithms.

MAP-Elites is only one particular quality diversity algorithm and many variants can be designed with the

same goal. Most of them vary along three dimensions (Cully and Demiris, 2017): (1) what kind of archive is

used (a grid versus an unstructured archive), (2) how parents are selected (uniformly from the archive, us-

ing an auxiliary population, favoring the fittest individuals, etc.), and (3) which variation operators are

used. For example, Novelty Search with Local Competition (Lehman and Stanley, 2011b; Cully and

Mouret, 2016), which might have been the first quality diversity algorithm, stores solutions in an unstruc-

tured archive by adding them depending on their behavioral distance with the current solutions of the

archive and selects parents from an auxiliary population sorted using both fitness and novelty with re-

gards to the archive. Many recent contributions improve current algorithms (especially MAP-Elites) by

making them faster (fewer generations for the same quality) and more scalable (both for higher-dimen-

sional search space and higher-dimensional behavior space). For instance, they proposed advanced vari-

ation operators (Vassiliades and Mouret, 2018; Fontaine et al., 2020; Colas et al., 2020) and scalable def-

initions of behavioral niches (Vassiliades et al., 2017). Promising progress has also been made to handle

noisy fitness functions and noisy descriptors (Flageat and Cully, 2020) and to find interesting behavioral

dimensions automatically (Cully, 2019).

Quality diversity algorithms like MAP-Elites are therefore a fresh and thought-stimulating view at artificial

evolution that takes inspiration frommacroevolution (evolution of species) instead of microevolution (intra-

niche evolution). This makes them better at generating interesting stepping stones and at imitating the

astonishing creativity of natural evolution. However, they are not mathematical optimization algorithms

anymore and the community is still exploring the many situations for which it is useful to generate thou-

sands of high-quality solutions.

One of the most prominent illustrations of MAP-Elites is to generate gait repertoires for legged robots

(Cully et al., 2015; Pautrat et al., 2018) (Figure 2D). Cully et al. (2015) thus leveraged MAP-Elites to create

about 15,000 different six-legged gaits that differ by how much each foot is in contact with the floor. In

that case, the behavioral descriptor is six-dimensional, percentage of contact for each of the six legs,

the gaits are described by 36 parameters (3 parameters for each of the 12 controlled joints), and the fitness

function is the distance covered during the simulation of the gait for 5 s. After a few million evaluations in

simulation, MAP-Elites finds high-performing gaits that rely differently on each leg, for instance, the best

gait when using the six legs, the best gait when not using much the front leg, and so forth. Similar results

were obtained with different behavior descriptions, like the orientation of the body. Since the gaits are

evolved in simulation, the algorithm can run for a long time (a few days) on a large parallel computer to

get high-quality results.

If the real robot is damaged (for example, a leg is broken), it draws from this precomputed repertoire an

alternative gait that works in spite of the damage by searching by trial and error with an algorithm called

Bayesian optimization (Shahriari et al., 2015). This approach allows a six-legged robot to recover frommany

damage conditions in less than 2 min (a dozen of trials of 5 s). An interesting parallel can be drawn with

extinction events in biology (like the extinction of dinosaurs): by evolving diverse species of solutions
iScience 23, 101731, November 20, 2020 9
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with a quality diversity algorithm, it is likely that some of them will still survive after a large change in the

environment (here, a damage to the robot). Recent extensions generate gaits to reach each point around

the robot (Duarte et al., 2017; Chatzilygeroudis et al., 2018; Kaushik et al., 2020); in that case, the behavior

description is the position of the robot in the plane after 5 s (two-dimensional) and these elementary be-

haviors can then be chained with a planning algorithm to achieve complex trajectories (Chatzilygeroudis

et al., 2018; Kaushik et al., 2020).

Quality diversity algorithms were initially introduced in the robotics and artificial intelligence community.

However, many other fields benefit from algorithms that can propose a collection of interesting solutions

to a problem and let users pick up the one they like; using their own criteria like aesthetics, manufacturing

difficulty or gameplay. Most interestingly, this approach avoids the need to encode all the requirements in

the fitness function, which is required when using traditional optimization algorithms. So far, promising re-

sults have been published for designing three-dimensional shapes of aerodynamic bikes (Gaier et al., 2018)

(Figure 2C), to generate content for different games (Fontaine et al., 2020; Gravina et al., 2019), to design

molecules (Verhellen and Van den Abeele, 2020), to solve workforce scheduling and routing problems (Ur-

quhart and Hart, 2018), and to find adversarial examples for deep neural networks (Nguyen et al., 2015) or

malware (Babaagba et al., 2020).
CONCLUSION

Evolution continuously innovates by creating new species in unexpected ways (Blount et al., 2008), but such

creativity is rarely observed when using traditional evolutionary algorithms. One main reason is that these

algorithms are close to microevolution, that is, intra-niche evolution, because they aim at finding a single,

optimal genome. Quality diversity algorithms are closer to macroevolution by explicitly implementing

behavioral niches. More generally, quality diversity algorithms search for many ways of maximizing a func-

tion, in the same way as natural evolution searches for many ways of maximizing the reproductive success,

the fitness, one for each specific ecological environment.

Quality diversity algorithms are, however, a rough abstraction of macroevolution. In particular, they

currently require the crafting of a function that decides to which ecological niche each behavior belongs.

This function cannot measure what it was not designed for and therefore can miss truly novel innovations.

For instance, if it looks at the two-dimensional trajectories of robots, then it will never be able to identify

that a flying robot behaves very differently, as it only ‘‘sees’’ the projection of the trajectory to the ground.

In that situation, the experimenter has to anticipate that robots could fly and compare three-dimensional

trajectories: this severely limits the creativity of the process. In other words, quality diversity algorithms are

not fully open-ended (Stanley, 2019). Instead, they are balancing open-endedness with practical use (and

implementation) by being ‘‘more open-ended’’ than traditional evolutionary algorithms. An important

research avenue is how to design such algorithms so that they are more open-ended while still have prac-

tical uses.

This article looks at machines only through the lens of their behavior. Nevertheless, a given morphology

always constrains the possible behaviors and therefore limits the creativity of the process. In addition, it

is often possible to simplify the control policy by using a different morphology (Pfeifer and Bongard,

2006). Overall, most of the ideas described here can be extended to ‘‘co-evolve’’ both the morphology

and the controller, but the difficulty is increased because the search space is much bigger. To break the

complexity, a promising approach is to leverage diversity algorithms to create ‘‘catalogs’’ of parts for

each level of a robot, from materials to control (Howard et al., 2019): a catalog of material with diverse fea-

tures, then a catalog of parts that combine these materials, and so forth.
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